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4000 Essential English Words 2 

Review Test (Unit 1-6)  

 

Choose the correct synonym of the words in bold. 

1. Eating in fancy restaurants can be expensive.   

a. ghastly          b. spritely             c. costly            d. lively 

2. My dad booked a holiday in Guam. 

a. location         b. vacation         c. station         d. vocation  

3. Mary’s biggest desire is to be an ice dancer. 

a. story         b. imagination      c. imagining        d. wish 

4. The car drove away rapidly. 

a. slowly        b. carelessly        c. stupidly           d. speedily 

5. The brave warriors went into battle. 

a. meek         b. scary          c. bold            d. strong  

6. I didn’t intend to hurt your feelings. 

a. mean        b. offend        c. pretend            d. suspend 

7. These floods are the consequence of heavy rain. 

a. plan        b. reason       c. ration           d. result 

8. The recent plane crash was real disaster. 

a. tragedy        b. remedy        c. mystery          d. history 

9. Outside, the night was completely silent. 

a. noisy         b. noiseless        c. creepy           d. windy 

10. My hometown is surrounded by forests. 

a. invaded       b. engaged       c. employed         d. encircled 
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11. The water in the stream is pure enough to drink. 

a. deep        b. cold         c. silent            d. clean 

12. After a hard day at work, I just like to relax. 

a. walk         b. exercise        c. rest             d. party 

13. In our busy lives, stress is common. 

a. angst        b. joy         c. confusion          d. doubt  

14. Early in the morning, the park is lovely and quiet. 

a. misty        b. peaceful        c. foggy            d. cool  

 

Unscramble them and write the correct word in the adjacent blank. The word’s first letter 

is underlined for you. 

1. _______________ nerdag                  2. _______________  ungl 

3. _______________ yatilimr                 4. _______________  meascr 

5. _______________ veneah                  6. _______________  cimus 

 

 

Write the letter S for synonym or A for antonym next to the pair of words. 

1. ____  watch - observe                  2. ____  motion - movement  

3. ____  enemy - friend                    4. ____  estimate - guess   

5. ____  strength - weakness              6. ____  congratulate - praise    

7. ____  senior - junior                     8. ____  superior - inferior   

9. ____  close – open                     10. ____ talk - chat   
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4000 Essential English Words 2 

Review Test (Unit 7-12)  

 

Choose the correct synonym of the words in bold. 

1. I get on very well with all of my colleagues. 

a. friends         b. family             c. class            d. workmates  

2. The salesman persuaded me to buy a handbag. 

a. decided          b. offered          c. convinced         d. wanted  

3. The river was too broad to cross. 

a. wide         b. fast           c. deep             d. cold 

4. We followed a narrow path into the village. 

a. tack        b. map           c. track             d. trap 

5. He used a special tool to fix the broken clock. 

a. stop        b. unpack          c. mend           d. bend 

6. Our son loves to throw the ball in the backyard. 

a. kick         b. draw          c. hit            d. toss 

7. She loudly declared that she was going to leave her job. 

a. discovered    b. announced       c. wondered         d. accepted 

8. Amy’s grandmother told her an old tale.  

a. song        b. picture          c. story             d. puzzle 

9. The singer’s fame has now spread all over the world. 

a. reputation       b. track         c. song            d. sound 

10. The forecast was for a sunny weekend. 

a. image       b. system         c. prediction           d. provision 
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11. The rain made Bob’s newspaper wet. 

a. lumpy        b. bumpy         c. shabby            d. soggy 

12. The class were shown how to bake a cake. 

a. eat         b. squash         c. decorate          d. cook 

13. Four security guards monitored the shop.  

a. cleaned        b. destroyed        c. watched           d. opened 

14. Luckily, the big dog outside seems quite passive. 

a. inactive       b. stupid         c. lost             d. wild  

 

Unscramble them and write the correct word in the adjacent blank. The word’s first letter 

is underlined for you. 

1. _______________ yliogob                  2. _______________  teach 

3. _______________ ancoe                  4. _______________  urnlafe 

5. _______________ sarundio                 6. _______________  lencad 

 

 

Write the letter S for synonym or A for antonym next to the pair of words. 

1. ____  occupation - job                      2. ____  overseas - abroad  

3. ____  confident - shy                      4. ____  succeed - fail  

5. ____  perhaps - maybe               6. ____  smile - grin                    

7. ____  mad - crazy                  8. ____  resist - submit                

9.  ____  generous - mean             10. ____ oppose - support   
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4000 Essential English Words 2 

Review Test (Unit 13-18)  

 

Choose the correct synonym of the words in bold. 

1. There is adequate space in the subway car.  

a. sufficient          b. efficient            c. attractive         d. reflective 

2. The initial reports about the earthquake were confusing.  

a. short          b. first           c. last         d. only  

3. Dean’s main talent is opera singing. 

a. hobby       b. job           c. skill             d. hope 

4. Without his glasses, Philip’s vision is poor. 

a. hearing        b. feeling          c. site           d. sight 

5. The company donated money to charity each month. 

a. loaned        b. gave          c. stole           d. spent 

6. The flavor of the pizza is amazing. 

a. style       b. sight         c. feeling            d. taste 

7. Aircrew have to train at an academy. 

a. garage        b. port          c. college          d. station  

8. The top banker is extremely wealthy. 

a. healthy      b. happy          c. honest         d. rich  

9. It is Paul’s aim to become a famous guitarist. 

a. mark        b. goal           c. trip           d. leap 

10. The guests at the wedding wore formal clothes. 

a. dark         b. large         c. simple          d. smart  
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11. She paid the cleaner very well for his labor. 

a. work        b. property       c. equipment          d. food 

12. Nouns are just one element of language. 

a. type        b. part         c. kind             d. like 

13. The fish had an odd flavour, a bit like plastic. 

a. simple        b. peculiar       c. familiar            d. plain  

14. Dentistry has been John’s profession since 1975. 

a. ambition      b. goal        c. hope            d. job  

 

Unscramble them and write the correct word in the adjacent blank. The word’s first letter 

is underlined for you. 

1. _______________ pake                    2. _______________  yhsicsp 

3. _______________ otnctcra                 4. _______________  rengenotai 

5. _______________ motosh                 6. _______________  chmecina 

 

 

Write the letter S for synonym or A for antonym next to the pair of words. 

1. ____  guarantee - promise              2. ____  severe - serious  

3. ____  unique - singular                 4. ____  ancient - modern   

5. ____  wealth - debt                    6. ____  commute - travel    

7. ____  confirm - deny                8. ____  differ - match                 

9. ____  agriculture - farming      10. ____  joy - sorrow   
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4000 Essential English Words 2 

Review Test (Unit 19-24)  

 

Choose the correct synonym of the words in bold. 

1. The company he works for makes radios.  

a. person           b. family           c. area           d. business 

2. Deep sea creatures often look quite strange. 

a. elegant         b. happy           c. bizarre         d. angry 

3. My grandfather accomplished many things in his life. 

a. believed        b. achieved        c. perceived        d. agreed 

4. The level of the test is elementary. 

a. impossible       b. confusing        c. silly            d. easy 

5. She had shown real courage when fighting off her attacker. 

a. bravery       b. bribery         c. knowledge      d. skill 

6. A big tree floated slowly down the river. 

a. sank        b. blocked         c. drifted           d. slid 

7. Ann’s job is repairing computers. 

a. stealing       b. finding        c. fighting          d. fixing 

8. Before the wedding, the couple were somewhat nervous. 

a. very       b. slightly         c. really           d. only 

9. Ahmed’s the best tennis player at his school.  

a. oldest         b. newest         c. finest           d. only   

10. The local mall is full of great shops. 

a. restaurants      b. stories         c. scores           d. stores 
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11. The film was good, but it was quite short. 

a. brief        b. thin         c. skinny          d. slim 

12. We had a fantastic time on our first date. 

a. strange       b. uncomfortable    c. miserable       d. brilliant 

13. The singer couldn’t recall the words to the song. 

a. know      b. see          c. hear          d. remember 

14. At the playground, the children crawled through a big tube. 

a. box      b. cylinder         c. triangle          d. hole  

 

Unscramble them and write the correct word in the adjacent blank. The word’s first letter 

is underlined for you. 

1. _______________ geunto                   2. _______________  titsstaic 

3. _______________ tanusatro              4. _______________  aaggre 

5. _______________ cipeenrxer             6. _______________  ecomover 

 

 

Write the letter S for synonym or A for antonym next to the pair of words. 

1. ____  sell - buy                  2. ____  type - kind  

3. ____  awake - asleep                    4. ____  journalist - reporter   

5. ____  best – worst                     6. ____  price - cost                      

7. ____  chew - munch                8. ____  marvel - wonder  

9. ____  fiction - fact              10. ____  liquid - solid   
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4000 Essential English Words 2 

Review Test (Unit 25-30)  

 

Choose the correct synonym of the words in bold. 

1. Molly felt real despair when her dog died. 

a. shock          b. hatred             c. anger             d. grief 

2. The vase smashed into a million fragments. 

a. slices         b. strings          c. pieces          d. types  

3. I was cold, so I shut the window. 

a. folded       b. tidied           c. emptied           d. closed 

4. The new professor gave us a really hard task. 

a. assignment      b. day            c. alignment           d. lesson 

5. We really want to find a permanent apartment. 

a. cheap       b. long-term         c. luxurious          d. short-term 

6. It’s very important that we preserve our ancient buildings. 

a. protect        b. return         c. visit            d. destroy 

7. They were tired, hungry, and were looking for an inn. 

a. shop       b. farm          c. meal            d. hotel 

8. The snake had sharp, dangerous looking teeth.  

a. long         b. pointed          c. white            d. appointed 

9. The library was full of whispering voices. 

a. annoying      b. murmuring        c. silent           d. deafening 

10. Lisa’s new skirt is made of a lovely cloth.  

a. colour       b. style           c. item            d. fabric  
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11. For a beach holiday, I think Jamaica is ideal.  

a. next         b. worst         c. perfect          d. realistic  

12. She obtained very good grades at university. 

a. got         b. wanted         c. needed            d. heard 

13. Yesterday, we found a strange hole in the garden. 

a. pit          b. heap         c. pole             d. pile  

14. The spy pursued his enemy across town. 

a. captured      b. copied        c. dodged           d. followed   

 

Unscramble them and write the correct word in the adjacent blank. The word’s first letter 

is underlined for you. 

1. _______________ moat                    2. _______________  ntootc 

3. _______________ chwit                   4. _______________ egwhi 

5. _______________ urufinret             6. _______________ chapdain 

 

 

Write the letter S for synonym or A for antonym next to the pair of words. 

1. ____  gloom - brightness                2. ____  ugly - attractive  

3. ____  strict – lenient                     4. ____  zone - area   

5. ____  guilty - innocent                   6. ____  flood - drought    

7. ____  intelligence - intellect             8. ____  religious - spiritual 

9. ____  reluctant - reticent                10. ____ stain - mark  
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Review Tests Book 2_ Answers 

Unit 1-6 Unit 7-12 Unit 13-18 Unit 19-24 Unit 25-30 

Synonyms Synonyms Synonyms Synonyms Synonyms 

1.c 1.d 1.a 1.d 1.d 

2.b 2.c 2.b 2.c 2.c 

3.d 3.a 3.c 3.b 3.d 

4.d 4.c 4.d 4.d 4.a 

5.c 5.c 5.b 5.a 5.d 

6.a 6.d 6.d 6.c 6.a 

7.d 7.b 7.c 7.d 7.d 

8.a 8.c 8.d 8.b 8.b 

9.b 9.a 9.b 9.c 9.b 

10.d 10.c 10.d 10.d 10.d 

11.d 11.d 11.a 11.a 11.c 

12.c 12.d 12.b 12.d 12.a 

13.a 13.c 13.b 13.d 13.a 

14.b 14.a 14.d 14.b 14.d 

Unscramble Unscramble Unscramble Unscramble Unscramble 

1.garden 1.biology 1.peak 1.tongue 1.atom 

2.lung 2.cheat 2.physics 2.statistic 2.cotton 

3.military 3.ocean 3.contract 3.astronaut 3.witch 

4.scream 4.funeral 4.generation 4.garage 4.weigh 

5.heaven 5.dinosaur 5.smooth 5.experience 5.furniture 

6.music 6.candle 6.mechanic 6.overcome 6.handicap 

Synonym/Antonym Synonym/Antonym Synonym/Antonym Synonym/Antonym Synonym/Antonym 

1.S 1.S 1.S 1.A 1.A 

2.S 2.S 2.S 2.S 2.A 

3.A 3.A 3.S 3.A 3.A 

4.S 4.A 4.A 4.S 4.S 

5.A 5.S 5.A 5.A 5.A 

6.S 6.S 6.S 6.S 6.A 

7.A 7.S 7.A 7.S 7.S 

8.A 8.A 8.A 8.S 8.S 

9.A 9.A 9.S 9.A 9.S 

10.S 10.A 10.A 10.A 10.S 

 

 


